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Professional Fence Co. successfully navigates challenges of huge sports park complex

One of the largest sports complexes in the country opened last
summer in Elizabethtown, Ky., a
short distance south of Louisville. It is
highly visible to the public and serves
as a regional tourist attraction.
The city of Elizabethtown invested
nearly $30 million to create a one-ofa-kind park that includes every
amenity imaginable in a youth sports
facility.
In fact, the baseball, softball, soccer and football fields at the Elizabethtown Sports Park might be as
close as most of the young athletes
will ever get to playing on professional
caliber grounds.
The undertaking was huge and
complex, and since so much of a facility like this consists of fencing and
backstops, fence contractor Professional Fence Co. (PFC) of Crestwood,
Ky. was a major player in the successful outcome of the venture. For PFC,
the contract value, including labor and
materials, exceeded $920,000, and involved 166 working days and 5,600

One of the largest sports complexes in the country opened last summer in Elizabethtown, Ky., a short distance south of Louisville. The Elizabethtown Sports Park
is highly visible to the public and serves as a regional tourist attraction. The undertaking was huge and complex, and since so much of a facility like this consists of fencing and backstops, fence contractor Professional Fence Co. (PFC) of
Crestwood, Ky. was a major player in the successful outcome of the venture. The
photos above show two of the park’s 25 athletic fields, two of its backstops, an enclosed play area for children and one dugout.
(Professional Fence Co. photos)

total man-hours.
A total of over 15,000 lineal feet
of 6 ga. finish Class 2b black vinyl
coated chain link fence was installed
in heights varying from 3’ in the
dugouts to 10’ in outfields. Forty-six
double drive gates and 50 pedestrian
gates were installed. Posts and framework were all SS40, and fence materials used were all domestically
manufactured.
The 150-acre Elizabethtown
Sports Park includes a total of 25 athletic fields, two batting cages, three
playgrounds and a headquarters/maintenance compound.
The 25 fields included 12 baseball
and softball fields, 10 natural grass
soccer and football fields, two full size

synthetic turf fields and a baseball
field for athletes with physical disabilities (aptly named the Miracle Field).
The Sports Park includes powerful stadium quality lighting, six
concession buildings, pavilions to
house meeting spaces and locker
rooms, high-speed wi-fi internet access, four playgrounds, as well as a
three-mile-long running and walking
path that circles the complex.
The story of Professional Fence’s
participation in this remarkable project was compiled by company president Bob Osmer, and was submitted as
an entrant in the American Fence Association’s Fence Project of the Year in
2012. To the delight of everyone at
Professional Fence, a long-time AFA

member firm, the Elizabethtown installation received Fence Project of the
Year
honors
at
the
recent
FENCETECH show in Houston.
The following is the story of the
Elizabethtown complex, and how it
came about. As mentioned, Osmer detailed the events, but notes that his son
and son-in-law, Chris Osmer and Dan
Flanagan, both superintendents at Professional Fence, “did all the heavy lifting.”
In today’s construction environment, safety is key, and one thing that
Osmer is most proud of is there were
no injuries of any kind among his
workers. This did not happen by accident (no pun intended).
“The Elizabethtown Sports Park
Project was a high profile project that
required that we meet numerous safety
requirements,” he stated. “Kentucky
OSHA had a voluntary program where
contractors could volunteer for onsite
safety and compliance audits. We participated in this program, which
continued on page 13
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each complete by individual general
contractors working simultaneously on
the project. Each general contractor,
(including Professional Fence Co.),
continued from page 1
had to bond the job and was subject to
a $3,000 per day liquidated damages
consisted of meetings and work site in- clause.
spections.
“As far as we know, this was the
“Also, throughout the duration of first project in the state of Kentucky
the project, a safety officer would con- where a fence contractor served as a
duct weekly visits as well as unsched- general contractor, had to coordinate
uled
visits
to
work with multiple
inspect the safety of
other general conthe jobsite. He
tractors, had to prowould regularly novide bonding and
tify companies of
be subject to potenboth proper and imtial liquidated damproper
practices
ages,” he said.
used by all contracAnd
Osmer
tors. We were in
proudly stressed
compliance
that PFC completed
throughout the enthe project on time
Professional Fence Co. superintend- with no liquidated
tire project.”
ents Dan Flanagan, left, and Chris
He noted that Osmer were on hand at the recent damages.
weekly tool box FENCETECH show in Houston to acIn addition to
talks were held to cept Fence Project of the Year honors the complex logisserve as reminders from awards committee chairman tics, there were
Howard.
to the crew of im- Brad (Lester
other factors adding
Austin / Universalimage.net)
portant safety conto the degree of difsiderations.
ficulty of the installation.
At all times, hard hats, safety
The most difficult factor was coglasses, high visibility shirts with ordinating the schedule, building
sleeves, pants, and steel-toe boots were process, installation and execution
required, he said. When using loud with numerous other general contracequipment, ear protection was re- tors, said Osmer. This difficulty was
quired. When conducting work with a only compounded by weather issues,
lift, workers were required to wear as 2012 was one of the wettest years
safety harnesses in addition to all re- on record for the area.
quired safety gear. Also, ground fault
“During PFC’s tenure on the projcircuit interrupters (GFCI) which pre- ect, we endured the most rainfall in a
vent accidental electrocutions were re- calendar year in many years,” he said.
quired with any use of electricity and “Because a large portion of the project
extension cords.
was grading and drainage work, the
The Elizabethtown project was site drained poorly for most of the duhighly original in concept and execu- ration of our work. This made condition, Osmer stated.
tions muddy and slippery, and
“This project was original because sometimes required us to postpone
of the scope of work involved, the de- areas for safety and functionality purtail required for specifications, the pre- poses.”
cision required for installation, the
PFC used 3” portable submersible
length of the time on the project, the water pumps to drain many of the footneed to work with other contractors, ers that were flooded with rain in order
and massive change orders,” he said.
to maintain production schedules. Six“This was one of the largest fence teen foot and 20’ A-frame double ladprojects in the history of the state of ders were purchased to reach other
Kentucky, but the scope of our work areas. The crew also had to use a jackwas above and beyond what a typical hammer to get through rock and while
fence project entails. The precision re- moving posts for change orders.
quired to accommodate walls, roofs,
Additionally, travel was an issue,
pavements, grade irregularities and un- as PFC is located 75 miles from the
derground utilities was amazing. Most jobsite and crews made the round trip
ball fields are built entirely in dirt, each day.
while we had to use plated posts and
“We had never worked with any of
sonotubes to set posts in and on con- the other general contractors onsite becrete footers.”
fore this project,” Osmer said. “We had
One of the most original, demand- to deal with a learning curve of how
ing and risky aspects of this project the other contractors operated, exewas the fact that each trade was a gen- cuted, and worked. There was an uneral contractor working under the con- precedented level of coordination and
struction manager, Osmer said.
cooperation required.”
continued on page 64
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He offered the setting of the backstop posts as an example.
“We had to wait for the grading
contractor to complete the ball fields
to grade. When the grade was established, GPS was utilized to determine
the exact location of the backstop
posts,” he said.
“Once the location was established, the general trades contractor
excavated for the wall footer. We then
dug 2’ wide x 6’ deep holes to accommodate our 18” wide sonotubes.
“We set our sonotube simultaneously while the concrete contractor
poured the footer. We would then set
our 38’ tall posts in the sonotubes,
which were set not only to GPS coordinates but also had to be laser graded
to exact height,” he said.
This was necessary because there
were areas of the project where finish
grade was not provided to PFC before
installation of the posts. In these instances they had to laser grade the
posts at the time of installation to
allow for the ultimate finish grade.
“Shortly after, the masonry general contractor would build the brick
wall around the posts. After the wall
was built, we had to frame the top of
the posts before the backstop netting
could be installed. All along we were
dealing with the construction manager.”
This one portion of the project involved five general contractors (including PFC) collaborating together
on each of the 13 fields.
There were several pieces of
heavy equipment used while on this
job, Osmer noted. “We used multiple
skid steers daily to dig holes, move
materials, install chain link mesh, distribute concrete, clean up dirt and
spoils, and lift heavy posts.
“We used auger attachments to our
skid steer to dig through dirt, asphalt,
and DGA (dense grade aggregate). A
Fence Hog was used where possible to
roll out and stretch the chain link wire.
A 65’ articulated lift was used in connection with the backstop installation.”
Materials logistics and storage
was another complicating factor.
“There was a large amount of materials required for this job and we
were designated a fairly small area for
storing it,” he said. “We coordinated
the deliveries of our materials throughout the life of the project utilizing justin-time inventory principles so that we
would have only the materials needed
consistent with our production
schedule.”

Maintaining the cleanliness and
integrity of the jobsite was also an important consideration, Osmer said.
“Materials were consolidated at
least once a week. We routinely used a
skid steer bucket to scrape dirt and
mud off of the surface that we had
tracked to our work areas. We also
used the skid steer bucket to clean up
our spoils that were not needed as fill
elsewhere.
“There were dumpsters and trash
cans placed throughout the site and we
threw away our trash and scrap pieces
of pipe daily,” he said. “Excess spoils
were removed to a designated off site
location.”
Here are some descriptions of individual segments of the installation as
detailed by Osmer, and considerations
that had to be taken into account in
each case:
Baseball and softball fields
All baseball and softball fields, including Miracle Field, have 30’ tall
backstops that were built with 4” x 38’
long posts with pre-welded rings every
6’ for cable to attach the backstop netting. Each backstop had 9 to 11 38’ tall
posts. Post locations were determined
with GPS and were set to specific
grades in sonotubes in concrete footers. Placement of the posts had to be
precise to accommodate the brick wall
being constructed around the posts. A
65’ lift was used to install 15⁄8” top rail
to brace the backstop posts. On each
end of the backstop netting was 10’
chain link installed on top of the brick
wall transitioning to the dugouts.
Dugouts were built on top of concrete footers using plated 4” posts and
wedge anchor bolts. Placement of the
posts also had to be precise per GPS
locations to accommodate the brick
wall constructed around the posts.
Other contractors installed a brick
wall around our posts and others built
a roof atop the dugout using our posts
as structural support for the roof. Once
the brick wall and roof was installed
around our posts, we installed 3’ tall
chain link around three sides of the
dugout and 6’ chain link on the front
(eight foot high chain link on the front
of Miracle Field).
Each of the 12 baseball/softball
fields had two bullpens (one on each
side) and one batter’s eye in center
field. (The batter’s eye or batter’s eye
screen is a solid-colored, usually dark
area beyond the center field wall that
is the visual backdrop directly in the
line of sight of a batter, while facing
the pitcher and awaiting a pitch. This
dark surface allows the batter to see
the pitched ball against a sharply contrasted and uncluttered background.
Its primary purpose is the safety of the
continued on page 66
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Concealed fastener aluminum
fence system receives patent
continued from page 36

the west where 8 ft. O.C. concealed
fastener panels are mandatory,” he
said. “I live on the West Coast, but
have sold aluminum fencing primarily

on the East Coast over 15 years. I have
watched company after company try to
market in the west only to fail.
“The formula for selling in the
west is simple: mirror existing traditional West Coast steel panels, make it
price competitive, and provide reasonable lead-times for delivery. Sounds
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simple. But how many companies actually can meet this requirement?
Frustration was obviously the main
motivation behind my design,” said
Ash. “In the west, almost all the flat
land was built on years ago, and most
fences on flat land are either privacy
wood or block walls. Aluminum ornamental in the west is mostly used
where people have views, and therefore almost every installation is on
rolling acreage requiring panels to
rack.
“But more important is the need to
install sections that can compete
against steel in both the cost of the
product and the labor,” he said Gary.
“My design allows for quick local fabrication from a limited number of
SKUs, contains a hollow box beam design so residential profiles can be
made 8 ft. O.C., maintains full rackability up to 45 degree slopes, and hides
the screws so it mirrors existing west
coast steel products. In fact, if a company on the West Coast elects to stock
pickets, rails, covers, and posts, they
can reduce their costs below the cost
of steel, which allows for maximum
penetration of the market.
“This patent is all about giving our
FenceConnect members the tools
needed to land more jobs and
strengthen their bottom line,” he
stated. “We firmly believe in the creativity of our FenceConnect members.
We’ve seen how creative contractors
can be when the industry provided
them the ability to micro-fabricate
vinyl fences, and now they can apply
these same creative skills to aluminum. We feel our patented rail and
cover design is the cornerstone to unleashing this creativity. No longer will

the contractor have to leash their customers to limited styles and options
their vendors provide. With our new
patent, if you can dream it, you can
produce it. And if you are the contractor who can offer a better product with
more selection at a better price, you
certainly will win more contracts.”
For more information, co-venture
opportunities, or fabrication opportunities on this product, contact the sales
office at 800-933-6237, or become a
FenceConnect member (no charge) at
the web site www.fenceconnect.com.
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batter.)
The side lines and outfields were
6’ tall black vinyl coated chain link
fence (one championship field had a
10’ tall chain link outfield fence). Ten
of the fields have three double drive
gates and four walk/man gates. Two of
the fields have four double drive gates
and four pedestrian gates. Miracle
Field has two double drive gates and
two pedestrian gates but does not have
bullpens. All 13 fields have yellow
corrugated safety cap on all sideline
and outfield boundaries. All fields
have 22’ tall yellow powder coated
foul poles with 15⁄8” framing and 1”
mesh yellow chain link fabric.
Each of the ball fields has a 40’
wide x 15’ tall batters’ eye structure
consisting of five 4” posts with 15⁄8”
framework with vented windscreen. In
addition, each batter’s eye has three 3”
posts with 3” bracing behind it to support the structure from wind.
All signage on the fencing was installed by PFC. Signs include footage
indicators in left, center, and right field
as well as signs identifying the field
number.
Batting cages
PFC installed two sets of batting
cages on site as well. They are 12’ tall
cages built on 3” posts with 15⁄8”
framework. The dimensions of the batting cages are 127’ long x 33’ wide
(three lanes in each cage).
Soccer fields
The chain link installed at the soccer fields consists of three separate
stretches of 6’ tall black vinyl coated
chain link fence totaling approximately 1,100 linear feet and a 90’ section of 8’ tall black vinyl coated chain
link. These sections were installed to
help prevent soccer balls from going
into surrounding creeks and wooded
areas.
continued on page 72
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PFC also installed posts and
framework for soccer netting with a
double radius. This was designed to
keep soccer balls from going into traffic. These are 12’ netting on 3” posts
with 15⁄8” top rail.
Headquarters/maintenance complex
At the headquarters/maintenance
complex, 600 lineal feet of 8’ tall black
vinyl chain link fence with two 24’
wide double drive gates and one 10’
double drive gate were installed.
Windscreen was also installed on the
fence.
Additionally, 20’ of 8’ tall chain
link was installed indoors with a walk
gate and transom to form a storage
cage. The posts had welded plates and
were installed with wedge anchor
bolts.
Playgrounds
PFC installed posts and fence at
three different playgrounds at the
sports park. Each of the playgrounds
had approximately 50’ of 8’ tall chain
link fence.
The chain link was built off of
posts we set for 20’ tall netted roofs.
The company installed 4” and 21⁄2”
posts with 15⁄8” framework at the top to
support the netting.
All in all, Osmer said he couldn’t
be more pleased with how all critical

aspects of the project were completed
successfully, safely and on time. He
termed it, “The crown jewel of our
company’s history so far.”
“Completion of a project of this
magnitude took a team effort, but in
particular the extraordinary efforts of
Dan Flanagan and Chris Osmer, our
superintendents on the job, who fought
the battle every day,” said Osmer.
The supplier of the fence and gate
materials was Stephens Pipe & Steel,
and the sheer quantity of materials and
the need for just in time delivery made
logistics on the job complicated. However, Osmer said Stephens Pipe, and
their sales rep, Shawn Pierce, made it
all happen without any major glitches.
About Professional Fence Company
Professional Fence Company, a 36
year old company, was acquired by
Brenda and Bob Osmer in 2001. PFC
is a certified woman owned business
by the state of Kentucky and other
agencies, and is a certified fence installer by the state of Kentucky.
PFC serves Kentucky, southern Indiana and southern Ohio.
The company sells and installs
residential, industrial, commercial,
construction, and temporary fence
products, including chain link, ornamental, wood, PVC, gates, and access
controls.
PFC also installs flag poles, guard
rail, bollards, and security cages for
residential and commercial sites.
For more information on Professional Fence Company, visit the web
site www.professionalfenceco.com.
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Knowing the basics helps
in safe use of hand tools

Above, a site diagram of the Elizabethtown Sports Park gives a rough idea of
the scope of the project. Below, one of
the park’s three enclosed playscapes
for the children. Bottom photo – one of
two sets of huge batting cages constructed by PFC.
PROFESSIONAL FENCE CO. PHOTOS
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A basic knowledge of a striking
or struck tool’s design is helpful for
using it properly and safely, according to the Hand Tools Institute
(HTI), a trade association of American and Canadian manufacturers of
hand tools.
The faces of striking and struck
tools are designed to direct the force
of a blow to the center or body of the
tool where it can be absorbed.
Off-center blows send the shock
along the sides of a tool where there
is insufficient backup material.
Rather than cushioning the blow, the
effect is shearing, which can be dangerous.
Struck tools for cutting have
edges designed for maximum cut
and durability by means of the angle
and thickness of the cutting edge.
Many failures and possible injury are caused by a dull cutting
edge because the tool can no longer
function as it was intended.
Next to the common nail hammer, perhaps the most widely used
type is the ball pein hammer which,
by its design, underlines the importance of selecting the right tool for a
specific job. The ball pein hammer
has a rounded, slightly crowned
striking face with bevelled edges and
a round, ball-shaped pein on the opposite end of the head.
Ball pein hammers of the proper
size are designed for striking chisels
and punches and for riveting, shaping and straightening unhardened
metal.
When used for striking a struck
tool, the ball pein’s face should have
a diameter at least 3/8 inches larger
than the face of the struck tool.
Using the ball pein hammer
safely means always striking
squarely with the hammer’s striking
face parallel to the struck surface.
Glancing blows should be avoided to
minimize chipping the hammer’s
face. Never strike with the side or
cheek of the hammer.
How a tool is used is just as important as what kind of tool you
have chosen for a particular job.
Tools should not be accessible to
those who haven’t been briefed on
their proper use and selection.
For the past 35 years the Hand
Tools Institute has maintained a consumer safety education program
aimed at reducing the number of accidents resulting from the misuse of
striking and struck tools.
For more information, visit
www.hti.org.

